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Abstract:The 21st century is the ocean century, and the exchanges and cooperation of marine economy among countries in the

world are deepening. National marine strategy has gradually become an important factor to determine whether the country can

continue to develop and establish its international status in the next century. Especially under the background of the construction of

the 21st century maritime new Silk Road, the majority of the people have the correct concept of the ocean, and in the comprehensive

promotion of the implementation of the national marine strategy, it is an important topic to drive the marine behavior with the

thinking of the rule of law. In order to further ensure China’s marine security and orderly development of marine economy, we study

how to strengthen the practical training of college students’marine legal concept from the aspects of knowledge, behavior, value and

information support system.
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1.ThecurrentsituationoftheruleoflawinChina’scitizensunderthebackgroundof
themaritimeSilkRoad

Culture is not only the foundation of a nation, but also the soul of a country. As an important part of culture, the concept of

marine rule of law is of great significance to the construction and development of a country. The new maritime Silk Road is a road

for China to develop, utilize and protect the ocean. As a big maritime country, China has nearly 3 million square kilometers of sea

areas under its jurisdiction. In the activities of managing, managing and using the sea, the concept of rule of law is particularly

important. Citizens’concept of rule of law in the sea has gradually become one of the hot issues of social concern. But at this stage,

our citizens’concept of marine law is not strong, especially in the face of citizens’personal interests, few people will pay attention

to the national interests and the overall development of marine undertakings, resulting in frequent sea related problems, coastal red

tide, gradual decline of fishery resources and other phenomena are constantly attracting people’s attention to the construction of

marine law.

In recent years, China’s marine economy has developed rapidly, and the construction of marine legal culture has been gradually

attached importance to. More and more citizens begin to pay attention to the healthy development of China’s marine industry, and

more and more marine related laws begin to appear on the social stage. The promulgation of many new laws, such as the Marine

Environmental Protection Law, the Fisheries Law, and the Maritime Traffic Safety Law, shows that In order to understand China’s

attitude towards the construction of marine legal system, the major coastal cities have successively carried out the construction of

local marine legislation, adopted various effective measures to protect and develop China’s territorial sea, and promoted the
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continuous, sustainable and healthy development of marine economy.

2.Thecurrentsituationoftheeducationandcultivationofcollegestudents’marine
legalconcept

The author researches and studies a large number of relevant literature at home and abroad, and carries out a series of

investigation and research on the actual situation of the cultivation and education activities of the concept of marine law in colleges

and universities in our country, hoping to find out the problems existing in the process of education and construction of the concept

of marine law in our country, so as to help better carry out the cultivation of college students’concept of marine law in the future,

and to some work to promote the level of marine legal system of Chinese citizens.

2.1CurrentsituationofmarinelegaleducationinChinaanduniversities
At present, in the process of rule of law education in our country, the government departments and universities still need to

improve the marine law education for students. Although government departments have issued a series of marine related legal

documents, put forward and implemented the strategy of strengthening the marine power and the comprehensive marine

development strategy, there is still a certain degree of lack of publicity. Compared with the speed of legislation and marine publicity

in western developed countries, there is a great lag, and most young students’understanding of the relevant laws is only limited. In

terms of name, the articles and contents are not known in detail. Schools at all levels do not attach great importance to marine law

education, there is still no clear teaching content system, and the cultivation of students’ relevant knowledge and awareness is

insufficient.

2.2Therealisticexpressionofcollegestudents’conceptofoceanruleoflaw
According to the survey of relevant departments, the concept of marine rule of law of Chinese citizens still needs to be

improved. Most young students have weak marine awareness, even a large number of students think that China’s land area is only 9.

6 million square kilometers, and the sea area of nearly 3 million square kilometers is not included in the land. Since 1998, the

relevant departments began to strengthen the education of college students’marine legal concept, there are still a large number of

young students’legal concept is not strong. The vast majority of students’marine knowledge reserve is insufficient, and even more

than 90% of the students think that it is necessary to strengthen the marine legal education of college students as soon as possible

and popularize the relevant knowledge.

2.3Problemsinthecultivationofcollegestudents’marinelegalconcept
At present, there is a lack of corresponding teaching materials, teaching contents and teaching approaches in the process of

cultivating students’marine legal concept in colleges and universities. Although most schools have actively set up legal education

courses, there are few contents related to marine legal education. Although the contents of marine knowledge are increasing, they are

mostly limited to theory, and the contents are relatively scattered, which is not conducive to students’systematic understanding and

mastery. In reality, in addition to sea related schools, other colleges and universities rarely lead students to carry out social practice

activities with the theme of marine law. It is also difficult to see the content related to marine culture in campus cultural festival and

other publicity and education activities, especially the associations related to marine culture education. In this environment, it is

difficult to improve students’marine awareness.

3.Practicalexplorationonthecultivationofcollegestudents’conceptofmarinerule
oflaw
3.1Currentcommonpracticemethodsandapproaches

At present, in addition to setting up relevant professional colleges and universities, most colleges and universities in our

country combine students’marine legal education with military theory education, disperse marine related legal knowledge into

military theory courses, ideological and political courses, and do not integrate them into a specific chapter, which is not conducive to

students’understanding and mastery. At the same time, the development form of marine legal education is single, most of which are

based on teachers’ knowledge indoctrination, and students passively accept the relevant content. This teaching mode is not

conducive to students’practical participation, and it is more difficult for students to carry out in-depth thinking and practice for the

relevant content.
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3.2Theinnovationofpracticemodeoftrainingapproach
3.2.1Knowledgelevel

It is necessary to enhance the students’ awareness of marine land and rights and interests. National territorial sea is an

important part of national territory. In terms of national security, it has the same importance as land territory. At present, various

disputes in China’s surrounding waters occur frequently, involving political, economic and social fields. How to solve the disputes

from the perspective of law is generally recognized. It has become one of the important tasks of higher education to strengthen the

popularization of relevant knowledge and enhance students’awareness of marine law. Therefore, it is the time responsibility of

contemporary college students to strengthen the cultivation of marine land awareness and related marine legal concepts, and better

safeguard China’s marine rights and interests.

3.2.2Behaviorlevel.
It is necessary to lead college students to actively participate in the practice of marine construction. For example, colleges and

universities can organize students to carry out publicity of marine environmental protection, organize students to sort out marine

information and carry out practical investigation, and publicize relevant marine legal knowledge to the masses, so as to ultimately

help citizens implement legal behavior in the sustainable development of marine resources.

3.2.3Valuelevel
It is necessary to guide students to set up marine legal thinking and deal with all kinds of sea related behaviors. Marine

resources are of great significance and value for the construction and development of our country, and have made great contributions

to enhance the comprehensive strength of our country. However, the increasing number of maritime disputes undoubtedly reminds us

that the rule of law is the best way to solve the problem at present. Therefore, the school should help students to establish the

awareness of marine law, establish the thinking of marine law, and practice the activities related to marine law, in order to help

students consciously participate in the practice of marine development.

3.2.4Informationsupport
Through the convenient network technology, we should open up a platform for marine knowledge education, make full use of

multimedia technology to show students the relevant films and pictures or text materials related to the rule of law in the sea, and

establish relevant websites or official account of national defense education, so as to push relevant excellent texts and materials to

the students, break the boundaries of the course time arrangement, and expand the breadth of education in the rule of law concept

and depth, cultivating students’deep feelings for the ocean.

4.Conclusion
Generally speaking, colleges and universities should take the initiative to carry out the education of marine legal concept, build

blue campus culture, and create a unique campus spiritual atmosphere, so as to integrate the marine concept education of students

into all aspects of university life. By carrying out various legal culture activities, we can enrich students’legal thoughts, broaden

students’legal vision, and let more students deeply understand China’s marine national policy, in order to make marine culture

exchange meeting, marine science and technology culture publicity week and other activities become the representative cultural

brand of the school, and promote the spread and development of maritime legal consciousness among students and the public,

creating maritime power China under the background of the new maritime Silk Road.
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